2. there is a unique element 1 2 A, the identity of (A; <; U; ), such that (1 ; a); (a; 1 ) 2 U and 1 a = a 1 = a for all a 2
IR of the ordered additive group of real numbers, the expansion of e IR by the usual multiplication is o-minimal.
Recent developments concerning o-minimal expansions of the eld of real numbers show that such structures can be further expanded by solutions to Pfa an equations (relative to the structure in question) while retaining the property of being o-minimal. Combined with earlier results about o-minimal structures, we get the following Theorem. Let e IR be an o-minimal expansion of the ordered additive group of real numbers. Then the expansion of e IR by the usual multiplication is o-minimal.
Throughout this note, \interval" means \open interval", and if M is a structure with underlying set M, then \de nable in M" means \de nable in M with parameters from M".
Let (R; <; +; ) be a real closed eld; below we also use < to indicate the induced ordering on subsets of R. A group interval on R is a structure (A; 2. there is a unique element 1 2 A, the identity of (A; <; U; ), such that (1 ; a); (a; 1 ) 2 U and 1 a = a 1 = a for all a 2 A; 3. there is a subinterval A 0 of A containing 1 such that A 0 A 0 U, and for every a 2 A 0 there is a unique element a ?1 2 A 0 , called the inverse of a, such that a a ?1 = a ?1 a = 1 and the map ?1 : A 0 ?! A 0 is continuous; 4. whenever a; b 2 A are such that a < b, then for every x 2 U such that (a; x), (x; a), (b; x) and (x; b) belong to U we have a x < b x and x a < x b.
For p 2 IN, we say that a group interval (A; <; U; ) on R is of class C p if is of class C p with respect to (R; <; +; ). Remark. For many purposes it would be su cient to replace the set U in the above de nition by A 0 A 0 (where A 0 is as in point 3). With the corresponding simpler de nition, however, the Lemma below (which in turn is needed for Case 1 of the proof of the theorem) would not go through as stated. Let (A; <; U; ) be a group interval on R and B a subinterval of A containing 1 . If V B 2 is an open set such that V U \ ?1 (B) and (1 ; b); (b; 1 ) 2 V for all b 2 B, then (B; <; V; j V ) is a group interval on R. In this case we call (B; <; V; j V ) a sub-group interval of (A; <; U; ) and usually write (B; <; V; ) in place of (B; <; V; j V ). Example. Let (R; <; ) be an ordered group such that is continuous. Then (R; <; R 2 ; ) is a group interval on R, and for any interval A R containing the identity element 1 of (R; <; ), the structure (A; <; U; ) with U := A 2 \ ?1 (A) is a sub-group interval of (R; <; R 2 ; ).
Given a map f : A ?! B between intervals and a subset U of A 2 , we shall write throughout these notes f(U) for the set (f(x); f(y)) 2 B 2 : (x; y) 2 U .
Let (A; <; U; ) be a group interval on R, C R an interval and : C ?! A a bijection. The pullback of via is the map 0 : ?1 (U) ?! C de ned by x 0 y := ?1 ( (x) (y)). If is order-preserving, then (C; <; ?1 (U); 0 ) is a group interval on R and : (C; <; ?1 (U); 0 ) ?! (A; <; U; ) an isomorphism. Facts. Let R = (R; <; +; ; : : :) be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed eld and p 2 IN. 1 . If (A; <; U; ) is a group interval de nable in R, then there are a subgroup interval (B; <; V; ) of (A; <; U; ), an interval D R and an orderpreserving bijection : D ?! B de nable in R, such that the pullback of via is of class C p . 2. If (R; <; ) is an ordered group de nable in R, then there is a nite cover fA i g i2I of R by intervals, and for each i 2 I there is an interval B i R and an order-preserving bijection i : A i ?! B i de nable in R, such that the atlas f(A i ; B i ; i )g i2I makes R into a C p manifold with respect to which is of class C p . Proof. For Fact 1, we follow the proof of Claim 3.12 in 4]. We may assume that R is su ciently saturated and that (A; <; U; ) is de nable over the empty set. Let A 0 A be the domain of the map ?1 associated to (A; <; U; ).
Note that for every a 2 A 0 the map x 7 ! a x : A 0 ?! A is a continuous order-preserving injection de nable in R. It therefore su ces to show that for some a 2 A 0 there is an interval I A 0 containing a such that a ?1 y 2 A 0 for all y 2 I and the map (x; y) 7 ! F(x; y) := x a ?1 y is of class C 1 on I 2 . Let b; c 2 A 0 be generic and independent over the empty set such that b c 2 A 0 (such b and c exist by the continuity of ). We claim that a := b c works.
The pair (b; c) is generic, so it follows from C p cell decomposition 1] and the fact that (A; <; U; ) is de nable over the empty set that there are intervals I 1 ; I 2 A 0 containing b and c, respectively, such that j I1 I2 is of class C p . Moreover, a is generic over b and the map f : A 0 ?! A given by f(x) := x b ?1 is de nable over b. Thus there is (by a similar argument as before) an interval I A 0 containing a such that f is of class C p on I and f(I) I 1 . For similar reasons again and after shrinking I if necessary, we may assume that the map g : A 0 ?! A given by g(x) := c ?1 x is of class C p on I and g(I) I 2 . Now note that F(x; y) = f(x) g(y) for all x; y 2 I, which nishes the proof.
Fact 2 follows from Fact 1.10 in 4] and the monotonicity theorem 1]. u t From now on we restrict ourselves to the case of R = IR. Note that group intervals on IR are special cases of Pontryagin's notion of local group (see 5]); similarly, an isomorphism of group intervals on IR is also a local isomorphism in the sense of 5]. Conversely, if (A; <; U; ) and (B; <; V; 0 ) are group intervals on IR and is a local isomorphism in the sense of 5] between them, then is an isomorphism between sub-group intervals of (A; <; U; ) and (B; <; V; 0 ), respectively.
Lemma. Let R be an o-minimal expansion of the eld of real numbers, and let (A; <; U; ) be a group interval of class C 1 de nable in R. Assume that (B; < ; V; +) is a sub-group interval of (IR; <; IR 2 ; +) and that f : (B; <; V; +) ?! (A; <; U; ) is a C 1 isomorphism. Then the structure (R; f) is o-minimal. @b (a; 1 ) f 0 (0): (Note that condition 2 of the de nition of a group interval insures that h is de ned on all of A.) It is easy to see that f satis es the equation f 0 (x) = h(f(x)) for all x 2 B. Since h is de nable in R, the function f is Pfa an over R, so 6] implies that (R; f) is o-minimal. u t Proposition. Let R be an o-minimal expansion of the eld of reals, and let (IR; <; ) be an ordered group de nable in R. Then there is an isomorphism f : (IR; <; +) ?! (IR; <; ) such that (R; f) is o-minimal. Proof. By o-minimality (IR; <; ) is divisible, and by Theorem 2.8 of 3] it is archimedean. Thus, since (IR; <) is Dedekind complete, there is an isomorphism f : (IR; <; +) ?! (IR; <; ). We claim that (R; f) is o-minimal. Let f(A i ; B i ; i )g i2I be a C 1 atlas obtained from Fact 2 applied to (IR; <; ), and let i 2 I be such that A i = (a; +1) for some a 2 IR. It now su ces to show that ? R; f ?1 ?1 i is o-minimal, since f is clearly de nable in this structure. Below we write A, B and in place of A i , B i and i .
Replacing by the map (x; y) 7 ! (x y) p ?1 for some p 2 A (and correspondingly, f by x 7 ! f(x) p ?1 ), we may assume that 1 2 A. Let U A 2 be such that (A; <; U; ) is a sub-group interval of (IR; <; IR 2 ; ), and let 0 be the pullback on B of j U via ?1 . By Fact 2, the group interval (B; <; (U); 0 ) is of class C 1 . Moreover, (f ?1 (A); <; f ?1 (U); +) is a sub-group interval of (IR; <; IR 2 ; +), and clearly f ?1 ?1 : (B; <; (U); 0 ) ?! (f ?1 (A); <; f ?1 (U); +) is an isomorphism. Denoting by g the inverse of f ?1 ?1 , it su ces by the Lemma to show that g is of class C 1 .
We x p 2 f ?1 (A) and we show that g is of class C 1 in a neighbourhood of p. De ne x+ p y := x+y?p and x p y := (x y) f(p) ?1 for all x; y 2 IR. Now choose a set U p A 2 such that (A; <; U p ; p ) is a sub-group interval of (IR; <; IR 2 ; p ), and let 0 p be the pullback of p j Up on B via . As in the previous paragraph, it follows that (f ?1 (A); <; f ?1 (U p ); + p ) is a sub-group interval of (IR; <; IR 2 ; + p ) and g : (f ?1 (A); <; f ?1 (U p ); + p ) ?! (B; <; (U p ); 0 p ) is an isomorphism. Therefore by Section 43D of 5], the map g is of class C 1 in a neighbourhood of p = 1 +p . u t Proof (of the theorem). If every set de nable in e IR is semilinear, then the theorem is obvious. Otherwise we distinguish two cases; we say that e IR has a pole if there is a homeomorphism between a bounded and an unbounded interval that is de nable in e IR. IR such that (I; <; ; ) is an ordered real closed eld. Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 2 I. Let M be the structure on I induced by e IR; note that M is an o-minimal expansion of (I; <; ; ). Let A I be an interval containing 0, and let U A 2 be de nable in M such that (A; <; U; +) is a group interval (which is clearly de nable in M).
As in the proof of the Proposition, (I; <; ; ) is archimedean and therefore isomorphic to the ordered eld of reals. Hence by Fact 1, after shrinking (A; <; U; +) if necessary, there is an interval D I and an order-preserving bijection : D ?! A de nable in M, such that the pullback on D of + via is of class C 3 with respect to (I; <; ; ).
Since (I; <; ; ) and (IR; <; +; ) are isomorphic, we can now apply Theorem 89 of 5]. Thus, after shrinking (D; <; ?1 (U); ) if necessary, there is a sub-group interval (B; <; V; ) of (I; <; I 2 ; ) and an isomorphism : (B; <; V; ) ?! (D; <; ?1 (W); ) of class C 3 with respect to (I; <; ; ). By the Lemma,(M; ) is o-minimal. Therefore (after shrinking (A; <; U; +) correspondingly) the map f := : (B; <; V; ) ?! (A; <; U; +) is an isomorphism such that (M; f) is o-minimal.
Note that we may assume that 1 2 B (by choosing some appropriate r 2 B and replacing by (x; y) 7 ! (x y) r ?1 , where r ?1 is the inverse of r with respect to ). Let V 0 B 2 be such that (B; <; V 0 ; ) is a sub-group interval of (I; <; I 2 ; ), and let be the pullback of under f ?1 . Note that there is an s 2 IR such that x y = xy=s for all (x; y) 2 f(V 0 ). We let J A be an interval such that 1 2 J and J 2 f(V 0 ).
Since e IR has no poles, there is a collection S of bounded sets de nable in e IR such that e IR is generated (in the sense of de nability) over (IR; <; +) by S (see 2]). Moreover, for any 2 Q the map x 7 ! x is de nable in e IR. Since M is the structure induced on I by e IR, we may therefore assume that every element of S is a subset of J n for some n that is de nable in M.
On the other hand, let g : IR ?! J be a semialgebraic bijection. An elementary argument shows that every semialgebraic subset of J n (for various n) is de nable in (M; ); in particular, the sets + g := (x; y; z) 2 J 3 : g ?1 (x) + g ?1 (y) = g ?1 (z) ; g := (x; y; z) 2 J 3 : g ?1 (x)g ?1 (y) = g ?1 (z) are de nable in (M; ), as is the restriction of g to J. The latter in turn implies that g(S) is de nable in (M; ) for every S 2 S; but if X is de nable in ? IR; +; ; (S : S 2 S) , then g(X) is de nable in ? J; + g ; g ; (g(S) : S 2 S) . 
